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Attendees Date 09 May 2019 

Liz Wilson (AiB)                                                             LW 
Scott Wood (AiB)( minutes)                                          SW                     
Debbie Smith (CARF)                                                   DS 
Marlena Beczek (Money Advice Scotland)                   MB                     
Ruth Campbell (RBS)                                                   RC 
Elaine Weir (RBS)                                                        EW 

Time 
 
Location 
 
 
Meeting 
Room 

14:00 
 

Atlantic Quay 
 
 

MacKintosh  

Not in attendance   

Susan White (Step Change) 
Stephen Hearns (BDO) 
Shona Maxwell (Condies) 
Joseph McMonagle (SLC) 

  

 
Areas Discussed 

Point  

1 Welcome  
LW - opened the meeting by welcoming all in attendance and introducing new 
attendees to the group. A copy of the meeting agenda was distributed to all attendees. 
 

2 Minutes from last meeting 
LW - apologised for the late publishing of minutes from the meeting held in February 
2019. The minutes of that meeting were agreed. 
 

3 Bank accounts in insolvency 
LW - thanked the two representatives from the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) for 
attending the meeting. EW - explained RBS’s relatively new policy not to place a 
freeze on debtors’ bank accounts where the income is derived solely from benefits. 
RC is RBS Relationship Manager for the Scottish Government’s (SG) accounts and 
highlighted RBS’s policy that ensures vulnerable people are not denied access to 
cash.  
 
LW - asked about the problems experienced by debtors when attempting to pay their 
bankruptcy application fee in branches of RBS.  She explained that debtors were 
being turned away from the banks because they did not have a pre-printed pay-in slip 
for AiB’s bank account. EW - explained that non-RBS account holders must advise 
RBS branch staff they wish to pay into a business account and not a personal 
account. If they do not, they will be turned away by branch staff. Both RBS attendees 
informed that RBS does local outreach workshops in local libraries to help customers 
in financial hardship. 
 

4 Wages Arrestments 
LW - asked all money advisers to ensure that any wages arrestment details are input 
into the correct section of on BASYS before applications are submitted. DS - 
commented that it is not easy to navigate to the correct section of BASYS to input this 
information, and asked if it could be moved to a more prominent place. AP.1 LW said 
AiB will look into this as a possible upgrade to a future version of Basys. 
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Response to AP.1- Due to launch of eDEN, there is no planned BASYS 
development in the very near future.  This suggestion will be logged for future 
consideration. 
 

5 Latest evidence requirements 
LW - confirmed AiB CFT guidance has been updated to advise that no evidence of 
utility costs will be requested or required in circumstances where the combined cost of 
the household utilities does not exceed £120.00 per month.  
 
All attendees agreed that this was a reasonable amount for monthly utility costs for a 
household. 

6 Offset of benefits 
LW - explained that only DLA/PIP is allowed to be offset in the expenditure section 
without an explanation. DS - stated that one of AiB’s providers asked for a breakdown 
of what it is spent on when they are completing the CFT. (AP. 2) - LW said she will 
look into this with appropriate team in AiB. 
 
Response to AP.2 – Details of this case have been passed to the Head of 
Bankruptcy Administration.  

7 Audit of cases 
LW - confirmed there is no specific audit of cases after the bankruptcy award, but 
advised that post-award checks may be conducted to obtain evidence that was not 
available when the award was under consideration. 

8 World Pay 
LW - advised that AiB would soon stop taking Debtor Application fees on the World 
Pay payment machine. Payments of Debtor Application fees will be made via the 
payment screen on BASYS.  Payment made via BASYS will automatically update the 
fee on BASYS to ‘processed’ to show a payment has been made.  LW – reminded 
Money Advisers that they could also make payment of the Debtor Application fee this 
way.  This will reduce the need for both debtors and Money Advisers to telephone AiB 
to make payment of Debtor Application fees. 

9 Information accuracy  
LW - asked all money advisers to take care when inputting the debtor’s address 
details on BASYS. A number of cases have been submitted on BASYS with an 
incorrect address for the debtor. To ensure that AiB do not incur any breaches of 
GDPR (due to letters being issued to an incorrect address) the automatic 
acknowledgement of receipt of a Debtor Application on BASYS has been turned off. 

10 Keeping evidence after award 
LW - reminded all attendees of the requirement to keep evidence from a Debtor 
Application for 2 years. DS - advises they have to keep it all for 7 years under GDPR 
Regulations. 

11 Any Other Business 
LW - informed all attendees that AiB would shortly be completing a short survey for all 
users of BASYS who have submitted a Debtor Application.  She advised the questions 
in the survey would be short and easy to answer.  LW - asked if any attendees had 
any suggestions on questions they would like to be included in the survey to get back 
to her by 13 May 2019. LW advised that there are a number of draft cases on BASYS 
with a 2017 reference number.  This can be confusing for creditors searching the 
Register of Insolvencies into thinking that only debts up to this date are included in a 
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debtor’s bankruptcy.   LW advised that AiB would no longer accept any Debtor 
Application that is submitted with a 2017 reference. LW asked all money advisers to 
redraft these cases on BASYS so that they have a more up to date reference number. 
LW - informed that a few Debtor Applications have been submitted recently where the 
debtor and Trustee have not been discharged from a Protected Trust Deed on the 
Register of Insolvencies (RoI).  AiB cannot process a Debtor Application in these 
circumstances, therefore, please check the RoI prior to submitting a Debtor 
Application as the application may be rejected and the fee retained. 
 
LW asked all money advisers to ensure they explain to debtors that, on an award of 
bankruptcy, the debtor’s insurance policies will vest with the trustee.  
 
MB - provided an update on the number of Financial Education referrals they receive. 
They remain steady after the fall in referrals from AiB. MB remains of the view that 
MAP cases are not best suited for financial education referrals. They have interactive 
workshops that would probably be more suitable for these cases. Money Advisers can 
refer debtors to these workshops.  DS - advised that CARF have a financial inclusion 
unit that provides support for debtors after an award of bankruptcy. 
 
MB also informed that debtors could request to complete additional Financial 
Education modules if they wish to do so. 
 

 
Next Meeting 

Date of next meeting Proposed time and date:  2 – 4 pm  on 8 August 2019  

 


